Hand Washing Stations

Providing alternative hand washing stations may be useful if there is a shortage of rental units in the area, desire to locate stations in atypical locations (i.e. break rooms, job site entrance) or if the project is on a tight budget. Handwashing stations may be made using a fresh water supply tank (5-gallon bucket, bed truck tank), utility sink and a place to capture or pipe dirty water. Purchase of supplies provides flexibility for use on future job sites.

Options Include:

- Purchase or rent a hand washing station
- Construct hand washing station using a plastic water storage tanks with a pump. A hose is used to connect the foot pump to the water tanks and utility sink faucet. There are multiple way to build this type of station.

Construct station using a truck bed water bladder

Convert a five-gallon water cooler with water into a “Hand Washing Only” station